Manners

*Emily’s Everyday Manners* by Peggy Post *E Pos Growing Up*

*Manners* by Aliki *E Ali Growing Up*

*Mind your Manners!* By Diane Goode *E Goo Growing Up*

*Madaline Says Merci* by John Bemelmans *E Bem Favorites*

*How do Dinosaurs eat their food?* By Jane Yolen *E Yol Nature*

*Are you going to be good?* By Cari Best *E Bes Stories*

*Manners are not for monkeys!* By Heather Tekavec *E Tek Growing Up*

*Mr. Tiger goes wild* by Peter Brown *E Bro Stories*

*Being a pig is nice: A child’s view of manners* by Sally Lloyd Jones *E Llo Growing Up*

*The Duckling Gets a Cookie?!* By Mo Willems *E Wil Favorites*

*Grown ups never do that* by Davide Cali *E Cal Growing Up*

*Mary Wrightly, So Politely* by Shirin Yim Bridges *E Bri Stories*

*The Nice Book* by David Ezra Stein *E Ste Growing Up*

*Nobunny’s Perfect* by Anna Dewdney *E Dew Rhymes & Songs*

*Please say Please! A Penguin’s Guide to Manners* by Margery Cuyler *E Cuy Growing Up*

*Say Hello Sophie!* By Rosemary Wells *E Wel Growing Up*

*Suppose you Meet a Dinosaur* by Judy Sierra *E Sie Growing Up*

*Tea for Ruby* by Sarah Ferguson, The Duchess of York *E Fer Stories*

*Thanks a lot Emily Post!* By Jennifer LaRue Huget *E Hug Stories*

*Watch your Tongue Cecily Beasley!* By Lane Fredrickson *E Fre Growing Up*

*The Scallywags* by David Melling *E Mel Stories*

*Principal for a Day* by A.J. Stern *J STE PB*